Render First Aid
The ASSERT acronym is a useful way of remembering the SWR Incident Timeline:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A – Assess the situation
S – Signal and Set Safety
S – Stabilize the situation
E – Extract the victim/s
R – Render First Aid
T – Transport the victim to definitive care

You made a great rescue, unfortunately the victim is injured – now what? I can’t tell you how many
times over the years I’ve seen paddling parties where no one is carrying a First Aid Kit. In addition, run a
poll at most paddling clubs on who has current First Aid training and you will find very few that raise
their hand. This is a sad state of affairs and may have life threatening consequences. Flush drowning is
the number one cause of fatalities for experienced paddlers. Impact trauma and various soft tissue
injuries are not uncommon issues for paddlers especially after a nasty beat down.
Rendering First Aid is often overlooked as being an integral part of the rescue event life cycle. This
article will cover:
•
•
•

Why Wilderness First Aid training is important
Practice is valuable
The need for a well-stocked First Aid Kit

What Constitutes a Wilderness Venue
For serious injuries, time is not your friend. Unless your paddling venue happens to be located at a park
& play spot in a major urban area, EMS response will probably take too long to be fully effective. From a
first aid POV, let’s look at what constitutes a wilderness venue:
•
•
•
•

EMS is greater than 60 minutes away
Communications (911) is severely limited
Resource limitations (limited top what you can carry)
Environmental challenges

Most paddling venues have all four of the above listed challenges. Wilderness First Aid is quite similar to
the Stabilization step in rescues. If we can mitigate significant injuries we can buy enough time to get the
victim in the hands of highly qualified professionals via EMS.

First Aid Kits
In most SWR Classes, we cover group gear. The most important piece of group gear is an adequate First
Aid Kit. Paddlers have advantages over other outdoor sports, weight typically isn’t a major issue. We
also have several major disadvantages:

•
•

First Aid Kits must be waterproof
First Aid Kits should be crushproof

First Aid Kits require annual maintenance as medicines, tape, gloves, etc. degrade with age.
Put some thought into packing the first aid kit. PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) should always be
packed on top to remind you to protect yourself. After that, pack items in systems and each in their own
zip lock bag:
•
•
•
•
•

PPE (Nitrile Gloves and CPR Mask – and a disposable face mask due to COVID-19)
Medicines in single dose manufacturer packets
Band-Aids
Wound Management
Documentation

Ideal containers are:
•
•

Submersible Pelican Box (or equivalent)
Nalgene Bottle

An alternate acceptable container is a very high quality dry bag with each group of items in waterproof
zip lock bags.

Environment
Paddlers get real excited when weather reports local flooding conditions. Many paddlers also enjoy
winter paddling thanks to dry suits. Other than summer; exposure to wind, rain, and cold temperatures
(water and air) are very common. Each paddler manages their own thermal protection requirements but
generally for paddling, not extended stays in the elements.
In severe trauma cases like spinal injuries, protecting the patient (and potentially others rendering first
aid) is critical in preventing hypothermia. Packing a small tarp made of Tyvek in the bulkhead of your
kayak weights essentially nothing and does a great job in protecting from the elements. A space blanket
should be included in any first aid kit as well. Many carry extra thermal gear that can be loaned out when
necessary.
Fire starters can be carried in a repair kit bag. Water is another critical survival item. Water purification
tablets/drops are easy enough to pack. LifeStraw filters are a bit more cumbersome but manage
particulates as well. Always pack a bit more food and water than is needed for the typical day trip.

Scene Safety
First Aid may need to be performed in potentially hazardous locations, sometimes before a full rescue is
completed (like CPR on a boulder in midstream). Scene size up is essential:
•
•
•
•
•

MOI (Mechanism of Injury)
Other victims? Perform a head count.
Hazards like rapids, strainers, undercuts, etc. downstream
Hazards like rising water levels, weather changes, large debris flowing down stream
Survey assets (just like rescue assessment)

If first aid work will be extended, mitigate any exposure elements like establishing shelter. Don PPE
before coming into contact with the patient. I carry a small PPE kit in a zip lock bag in the pocket of my
PFD just in case. This also affords me the luxury of a full size CPR mask which is difficult to pack in a
small first aid kit.

CPR Effectiveness
CPR is somewhat special in drowning victims. The urban compressions only method is pretty much
useless, they need oxygen ASAP. Time is the critical success factor, every minute without oxygen
reduces the success rate by 10%. High quality CPR is important and that takes training and some
practice. Remove the PFD as that will act as a shock absorber mitigating the chest compressions. Get
two breaths of air in them first and verify the chest rises and falls. A common issue for a drowning victim
is their body cavity has water preventing the lungs from expanding/contracting. Quickly expel that water
and try again. The current ratio of breaths to compressions is 30:2 but this has changed over the years –
stay current on your CPR certification.
CPR work can be exhausting, trade off every 5 minutes. CPR success rate in general is only 8% but that
includes many with underlying health issues. Most paddlers are reasonably healthy so one should expect
higher success rates.
Many common raft streams and most commercial raft companies have AED devices. Have someone look
for or flag down a commercial raft group. The AED success rate is between 35% - 40% which is much
higher.
Another factor in our favor is cold water can greatly extend CPR success even up to 45 minutes. Read the
following accident report about a successful CPR effort that was quite extended.

Stop the Bleed
The Stop the Bleed program is a wonderful training option that concentrates on major trauma. The
program got its start with the Sandy Hook Elementary school shootings. Courses are taught all over the
United States at reasonable prices (some are even free). This is great as the most common serious first aid
issues after a rescue are:
•
•
•

Flush Drowning
Impact Trauma
Spinal Issues (but pretty rare fortunately)

Blood can contain many pathogens and your personal safety is paramount. Always done medical grade
nitrile gloves before touching any patient, especially those that are bleeding. Medical grade gloves are
generally light colored so blood shows up readily on them.

Serious bleeding needs to be identified quickly and addressed as this is a major LTC (Life Threatening
Conditions). The search for severe bleeding is performed in the initial assessment during the circulation
check (head to toe chunk check). Paddlers may be wearing a wetsuit (neoprene) which acts like a sponge
or a dry suit which acts like a zip lock body bag. Partially undressing when bleeding is suspected is
crucial in finding the source. The vast majority of bleeding can be addressed via firm focused pressure
with an elevation assist.
Two items every paddler first aid kit should have is Vet Wrap and Tegaderm to keep dressings in place
and clean.

CPR/AED Training
Many work places and fire companies provide free of low cost CPR/AED training opportunities. Most
first aid classes require this training as a prerequisite (although many incorporate into the first aid class).
All paddlers should maintain current CPR/AED certification. Flush drowning is the number one cause of
fatalities for experienced paddlers and has been so for many years.

Suitable First Aid Training
There are many options for first aid training available these days. Most first aid course certifications are
good for two years. Paddlers need at a minimum Wilderness First Aid (WFA) training as that is the
environment we play in. This type of training only takes a weekend and ranges in price $200 - $250. A
better option for those that take extended trips or want a great deal more hands-on practice is the
Wilderness First Responder (WFR) course. This takes 8 – 10 days which allows for more comprehensive
instruction and lots of hands-on exercises. The WFR certification is typically good for 3 years.
Another factor to consider is the experience your instructor has with paddling. Paddling is a unique
environment with less common injuries and different types of challenges. The backpack frame stretcher
may look cool but is totally worthless to paddlers. A paddler first aid kit has many additional
requirements over a backpacker first aid kit. More opportunities for sport specific first aid training are
being offered each year. The following article goes into much more detail on first aid training options.

Practice Opportunities
Unlike SWR practice exercise, first aid practice is much more challenging to come by. One option is
volunteering as a practice patient for first aid classes. Another option is keeping an eye out for special
opportunities like free CPR/AED and Stop the Bleed courses. One of the best options for those with
WFA or higher certification is volunteering for major events like the Sierra Club One Day Hike. That
event in particular will give you lots of injury first aid practice, especially if you are stationed on an
earlier first aid station. Some organizations like Team River Runner may schedule combination practice
days on SWR skills, rope work, and first aid.

Evacuation
This topic will be covered more thoroughly in the Transport article. The groundwork for evacuation
starts with the float plan. Google Earth is a great resource for scouting your venue for possible
evacuation routes from the comfort of your home PC. Take advantage of those experienced with your
particular run where possible for less obvious trails and fire roads along the run.
Other types of evacuation options for injured paddlers are:
•
•
•
•

Commercial raft trips
ATVs which are somewhat common on various runs
Helicopter landing zones
Nearby roads, residences, etc.

Paddling is often done in pretty remote places with very rough terrain. Some injuries may need lots of
manpower and/or special training to avoid further injuries. Consider having someone meet EMS at a
trailhead and directing the team to the accident site if applicable.
A great piece of gear to carry is a cell phone protected in a submersible Pelican Box. This is good for
communication with EMS and in some cases can help them triangulate your rough position.

Requesting EMS Help
Calling 911 isn’t quite as simple as it sounds. A common tool we use in wilderness first aid is a SOAP
Note. A first aid kit should have at least two of these. Make a copy and give one to anyone you plan to
send to request help. The SOAP Note is used as a crib sheet containing everything the EMS dispatcher is
likely to ask. Run a rehearsal drill and pay special attention to stating exactly what you need like a
backboard as a great example. A polished 911 call can save many hours in getting what you need and
that may mean the difference between a very favorable outcome and a tragic one.

Conclusion
For rescues that also involve injuries, the rescue isn’t completed until the patient’s injuries are stabilized
or in the hands of an EMS team. This article highlights the need for quality wilderness first aid training
that is suitable for the places you typically paddle. Training only goes so far, periodic practice is highly
valuable. Finally, a well thought out and maintained first aid kit is an essential piece of group gear every
paddling party should have.

